CITY OF PACIFICA
LIBRARY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
June 13, 2018
6:30 – 8:00 P.M.
Sanchez Library
1111 Terra Nova Blvd.

Call to Order

1.

Approval of May 9, 2018 Meeting Minutes

2.

Oral Communications
This portion of the agenda is available to the public to address the Committee on any
issue within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Committee that is not on the agenda.

3.

Review Project Schedule, Project Goals and Community Outreach

4.

Sharp Park Library
a. Confirm LAC Design Value Results
b. Evaluation Criteria
c. Site Options, Massing, and Parking Strategies
d. Building Program Bubble Diagrams

5.

Sanchez
a. Confirm LAC Interior Design Value Results

6.

Committee and Staff Communications

Adjourn
THE CITY OF PACIFICA WILL PROVIDE SPECIAL ASSISTANCE FOR DISABLED CITIZENS
UPON AT LEAST 24 HOUR ADVANCE NOTICE TO THE CITY MANAGER’S OFFICE (738-7301).
IF YOU NEED SIGN LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE OR WRITTEN MATERIAL PRINTED IN A
LARGER FONT OR TAPED, ADVANCED NOTICE IS NECESSARY. ALL MEETING ROOMS
ARE ACCESSIBLE TO THE DISABLED.
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MINUTES
May 9, 2018
CITY OF PACIFICA
LIBRARY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
PACIFICA SANCHEZ LIBRARY
1111 TERRA NOVA BLVD., PACIFICA

COMMITTEE PRESENT:

Cindy Abbott (CA);
Tom Clifford (TC);
Barbara Eikenberry (BE);
Anne Evers-Hitz (AH);
David Leal (DL);
Kathy Long (KL);
Eric Ruchames (ER);
Kathy Shiokari (KS)

CITY COUNCIL LIAISONS
PRESENT:

Deirdre Martin (DMa);
Sue Vaterlaus (SV)

COMMITTEE ABSENT:

Caroline Barba (CB);
Jerry Crow (JC);
Kellie Samson (KS);

CITY STAFF PRESENT:

Planning Director Tina Wehrmeister (TW);
Exec. Asst. Sarah Coffey (SC);

CONSULTANT TEAM:

Dawn Merkes, Group 4 Architects (DM)
Andrea Gifford (AG);
Daheen Maeng (DMg)

SMCL STAFF:

Julie Finklang (JF)

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Cindy Abbott called the meeting to order at 6:41 PM.
Approval of April 11, 2018 meeting minutes will be moved to the end of the agenda.
1. ORAL COMMUNICATIONS – None.
2. Review Project Schedule, Project Goals and Community Outreach
AG: First PMT meeting and Library Technical meeting have been held, as indicated on the
project schedule in the presentation handout. We are concurrently working on exploring library
programs and massing / site strategy options and preparing for the first round of outreach,
which will kick off in summer months (July / August).
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TW: Staff is expecting additional information from the Library in June. The outreach schedule
may shift depending on the information received from SMCL. We still need to get clear direction
from Council on what can happen with the Sanchez Library.
TC: Eggs & Issues event at Chamber of Commerce is set for discussion of library project as part
of outreach. Date may need to be pushed back depending on when outreach is ready to be
launched.
AG: We will hopefully have more on the outreach schedule at the next LAC meeting on June 13.
We are working towards outreach / intercept kiosks at the 4th of July event on 7/4, Senior Lunch
Program on 7/10, Farmers Market on 7/11. Outreach during the Friends of the Library book sale
on 6/8 – 6/9 may be too soon, so it could be a modified outreach or may pull back from outreach
at this event. A community meeting at Sharp Park Library and a public meeting are planned as
part of outreach. Round 2 of outreach is planned for September / October. Library update /
further discussion is scheduled for City Council meeting in November.
AG: There was a good turnout of ideas for speaker forums with different community
organizations from the last LAC meeting. The list will be passed around again for more input /
sign-ups for participation from LAC members. Group 4 can support the outreach planned for
these community groups.
ER: What action is planned for the library item going to the City Council in November? There will
be an election, and this will be a period of transition on the Council. There will be at least one
new Councilmember, as Sue Digre’s term will be expiring / termed out.
AG: It is planned for Council action / direction.
TW: The point about timing and Council transition is good. Will talk to City Manager about this.
The City Council reorganization is the 2nd week of December.
JF: Outreach update – Sunset Ridge School pop-up library at the regular food distribution is
scheduled from 8am – 10am on Thursday mornings. The next is in May, so that is too soon for
outreach. The pop-up library has been extended from June 21 – August 9, so that will provide
additional opportunity for outreach to participants. The Bookmobile visits. A Spanish-speaking
staff member is recommended.
CA: suggest adding 4 & More organization to list of speaker forums for outreach. KL may be
able to provide more information.
Ellen Ron (public audience): Recommends for outreach setting up in front of Safeway in Linda
Mar or Fairmont Shopping Centers.
AG: Outreach at grocery stores has mixed results. Sometimes people don’t take the time to stop
for more information.
DMa: For community organization meetings, if targeting their July or August meeting, may need
to consider that some take a break for the summer.
CA: Asked KS if it is OK to make presentations to school PTO’s.
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KS: It is OK before the issue is political / before it is on the ballot.
ER: Should we ask school boards for time to do a formal presentation? Should we ask for an
agendized item at the governing board meeting?
KS: Pacifica School District will have a new superintendent. Will need to provide the new
superintendent with some background first.
AG: At the April LAC meeting, there was discussion about process goals and messaging for a
press release.
AG: In reviewing the Building and Site Goals summaries for Sharp Park and Sanchez, are there
any additions needed?
ER: For Sanchez, just take out the reference to “downtown”.
3. Sharp Park Library – Confirm LAC Design Values, Site Analysis, Building Program
AG: Handouts were provided at the April LAC meeting showing examples of several categories
of design values for an informal vote by LAC members on preferred design values for Sharp
Park and Sanchez libraries. There were 9 categories of design values evaluated for Sharp Park
Library, focusing on exterior design: Coastal Design, Warm & Inviting, Civic, Modern Traditional,
Site Context, Modern California, Small Town, Transparent, Colorful. The Colorful design value
was not well received and did not get a lot of votes.
CA: What do the pluses and minuses represent on the design values summary slide?
AG: The pluses and minuses represent the votes / feedback from LAC at the last meeting for
each of the design value categories. We may potentially drop the Colorful design value that
received negative results.
CA: The Transparent design category did not seem too positively received, either.
AG: It could be that we missed the mark with the images that were presented, and the selected
images did not convey the design value well. Is it too soon to drop design categories?
CA: What will be done with the design values that are selected?
AG: These design values will be presented to the community for feedback, then Group 4 will
use the design values to develop designs that embody the preferred values. We may use the
top 3 – 4 design values rather than selecting just 1 design value.
TC: With the Transparent design value, concerns may be the cost of a lot of glass, cleaning the
glass, heating and cooling.
AG: For a 2-story building with steel structure, we can still design for Transparent design with
cost-saving features, using sunshades, double insulation and films on glass to control need for
heating/cooling and cleaning.
KL: How do you keep people from anchoring on specific pictures instead of the general design
value?
AG: Think of it as similar to a Pinterest board, where you may save things you feel / relate to.
Which pictures have the right kind of feel that encompass the design value?
DM: Different images will resonate with different people. We don’t want to hone in on a narrow
style or structure; we want to give the community a range of options. LAC can narrow the design
values a bit, but still leave a sufficient range to present to the community.
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AG: A positive consideration for the Transparent design value is allowing views of the
surrounding area.
DM: Transparency also allows people to see what activities are going on inside of the library.
TC: Because cost is a consideration, we want the “biggest bang for our buck.”
DL: For the Sharp Park site, some of the pictured designs will not work with this site’s footprint,
which is narrow and tall.
AG: Rooflines, materials and how the style is implemented would need to be modified and
scaled to the design of the specific site, but the architects would take the feel of the image and
apply that design value to the specific site.
TW: When the community considers multiple sites, do the community’s design values change
depending on the site?
DM: They do change because the scale and context are different at different sites. The context
will inform the design. Sharp Park Library along Palmetto will be in the downtown area and
serve as an anchor, so it would have different design values. For Sanchez, the question would
be how to do an addition. As an example, there are 3 libraries in Palo Alto and each are very
different and very much informed by design values.
AG: There are also ways to unify the different designs by branding and still have different design
values and styles at different sites.
ER: Agree with DL comments – it is easy to get stuck on the images and wonder how a
particular design will sit on the Sharp Park site with 2 levels of parking underneath.
AG: In June, we will come back with some information on massing. We are working on the site
survey, and should be done this week or next week.
CA: What do we want to do with the design values Transparent and Modern, which did not rank
well in feedback from LAC?
DM: Let’s look at some new sets images for the design values first.
AH: What defines the Coastal design value given the set of images?
AG: Coastal design value features materials such as wood, sun shading.
JF: Can we incorporate solar panels?
AG: We could look at optimizing rooflines for solar.
AG: The Civic design value also seemed to receive some negative feedback.
JF: Consider that the “downtown” location is actually located in a residential neighborhood.
CA: The Civic design value did receive negatives on the first pass.
ER: The name “Civic” may be perceived as negative, but the images may not be seen as
negative.
JF: Can’t picture these designs in that neighborhood.
There was a consensus among the group to eliminate the “Civic” design value from further
consideration. AG will note Civic as eliminated.
DMa: Confused by the unused space in the images for “Small Town” design value.
AG: Architects can use volume to bring in light (skylights, clear stories), hide mechanical units,
storage space.
AG: The new images for the “Transparent” design value also seem to be getting negative
feedback.
DL: One positive for “Transparent” is that if you can see in, you can see out. It would be good
for views. While I don’t like these specific images, I do like Transparent as a value.
CA: Should we eliminate “Transparent”?
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TC: We could eliminate “Transparent” as a separate category, but incorporate it into other
design values.
Consensus on Modern Traditional to keep as a design category.
Consensus on Modern California to keep as a design category.
CA: When the design values go out to the community for feedback, will people be given dots to
“vote” for their preferences?
AG: Yes, they could vote with dots or choose images or categories in an online survey format.
AG: Considering the Building Program, we look at core spaces together with library opportunity
spaces such as a maker space, gallery, program room, partner space. We included feedback
from the April LAC meeting in the Other category, also: observation deck, recording room,
fishing / surfing gear rental (could pilot a gear rental program).
TC: For the gear rental, may consider checking with local businesses in the area in case the
library program would compete with their business.
CA asked about the other core spaces.
AG confirmed we will definitely have the core spaces. The library opportunity spaces represent
additional opportunities for spaces in addition to core spaces. We can look at trade-offs if
reducing the square footage of the library. For example, could we creatively incorporate the
gallery space into another space within the library?
JF: There is opportunity to look at flexible use of spaces, also. For example, study rooms can be
used for other activities at different times of day.
CA: Some people in the community had talked about having a café space.
JF: The library café has been a business model that is challenging and often not able to be
profitable. Is there a real need for the café space? Other options to consider could be vending
machines with options for fancy / customized coffee drinks.
DL: A lot of those businesses are pop-up / mobile type cafes / carts. You can roll in / out a food
cart. The bottom left image in the Coastal design value shows are space that could be a 24/7 art
space visible from the street. Art lit up at night with a pop-up food / drink vendor could create a
vibrant, attractive space. Pop-up / mobile food vendors attract a social media following, often
pushing out information on their operating locations in Twitter feeds.
JF: For rentable space in the library, it would be the City collecting the revenue, not the library.
BE: Why would a library need a café?
KL: In a library in an academic setting, people will often want to bring snacks to have while
studying. Agreed with JF that the café doesn’t really work well at the library. Interior cafes take
up too much library space. Cafes in an adjacent location separate from the library are better.
Vendors typically do not like captive locations.
ER: Retail / flexible space is a secondary or tertiary priority. This has to be considered only after
we get the core spaces in.
CA: What will we be doing with the Library Opportunity Spaces? Are we going to be talking to
the community about these?
AG: No, we are not taking these to the community for feedback / discussion.
AG presented the Stacking Bubble diagrams for Sharp Park, and explained each of the options
presented. Group 4 will continue to refine these and bring back the options with more detail. We
are talking to Library staff about these and how to service / staff the different options. Library
service delivery considerations may drive fewer options.
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4. Sanchez – Confirm LAC Design Values, Site Analysis, Massing Options
AG: We will review the Sanchez Library information to be sure everything from the April LAC
meeting was captured. Sanchez is in a C1 community commercial zoned district. It is a large
site with an active utility right-of-way that may present limitations. A building cannot be built over
the red line indicated on the diagram. There is an existing one-way loop-through parking lot.
The diagram shows access route from Highway 1. There are solar / photovoltaic options,
environmental conditions are good for harnessing solar. Several slides show view sheds from
the Sanchez site and illustrate the community garden, courtyard area and surrounding
neighborhood. The Sanchez library design will be a renovation. The 6 design values under
consideration focus on the interior design. LAC members will be given 3 dots to “vote” for the
preferred design values for Sanchez interior design.
CA: In trying to expand the space, how do we draw the line for not completely changing and
going over budget?
AG: Interior design will focus on moveable elements, not the architecture. We will look at
finishes and types of furniture. The 6 design values categories for consideration for Sanchez
are: Warm & Welcoming, Colorful & Bold, Indoor / Outdoor, Contemporary, Comfortable &
Cozy, Modern California.
AG: We are currently working on programming summaries with the Library to understand how
we can operate both libraries. If we were to do an addition at Sanchez, we can consider
different ways the addition can be treated: re-create or replicate the style / architecture,
complement the existing architecture, or contrast with existing architecture. We would also
consider how we could expand with the addition in the massing strategies. Preliminary 3 options
include an addition to the northwest, an addition to the southeast or an addition to the north.
JF: The garden is all on raised beds that can be moved, so we don’t need to be concerned with
interfering with the garden.
SV: What is the utility easement?
AG: It is a large storm drain. We cannot build over this easement due to access requirements.
DM: The parking lot will change, and we can definitely get all the parking needed to an
expansion at Sanchez.
AG: For Option B Sanchez addition to the southeast, we can re-create or complement the
existing building architecture. For Option C addition to the north, a separate building would be
located across the easement with a breezeway or walkway to connect the two buildings. This
option would lend more presence to the library building along Terra Nova Boulevard. We are
talking with the Library and City about how these might be able to work operationally.
JF: Why did you not consider making a U-shape around the back?
DM: Difficulty of access.
TW: We also do not want to hinder what the City may do with the rest of the site at Sanchez nor
commit the City to a particular use of the rest of the site.
5. Approval of April 11, 2018 Meeting Minutes
KL moves to approve the April 11, 2018 meeting minutes as drafted; TC seconds. Unanimous
approval of minutes.
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6. COMMITTEE AND STAFF COMMUNICATIONS
TC: At the last Planning Commission meeting, one Commissioner had the impression that we
had voted on the design for the new library and that TC clarified to the Planning Commission
that no specific design had yet been selected and that the design would come to the Planning
Commission at the appropriate time.
MEETING ADJOURNED 8:03 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah Coffey
Executive Assistant
APPROVED:
_____________________________
Cindy Abbott
Library Advisory Committee Chair

